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Manderley had housed people for over a century, and none of them held a candle to Rebecca de Winter. 

   Manderley had seen dozens of residents. Only a few families, the most recent being the de Winters. They passed the 

house down through the generations. Manderley watched as infants were born, as they grew into children, from 

children to teens, as the girls left and the men brought wives home. The de Winter family grew and lived and died 

under Manderley’s roof, and Manderley loved them all. The shrieks of laughter from the children, the murmured 

conversation between parents, the long hours of study from the scholarly-minded, the golden, airy feeling whenever 

there was a party.  

   Ah, the parties – those Manderley might have loved the most, out of everything. Nothing could quite beat the feeling 

of an evening party, of guests dancing in the ballroom, spilling out onto balconies and into the front hall. The subtle 

politics woven through everything, the demure attitudes of the ladies, the ever-so-gentlemanly air from the men until 

they were just a bit too liberal with the punch. The laughter that echoed into the rafters, again and again, and the music, 

the flourishing, lilting notes from the string quartets, the laughter that quickly mixed with singing when the band 

played a folk song. 

   Manderley loved the pets, too. The dogs and the birds and even the goat, for that brief stretch of time in the 1890s, 

when one of the Mr. de Winters had not yet learned how to say no to his new wife. Manderley loved the way the 

animals connected with the house, the way they grew to learn their owners’ routines the same way Manderley did.  

   Everything changed when Rebecca arrived. 

   Manderley couldn’t understand why Maxim had picked her to be his wife. Maxim was a smart man—levelheaded, 

responsible. How could he not see who Rebecca truly was? 

   And then over time it became clear that Maxim did know who Rebecca truly was, and had married her anyway. It 

wasn’t a marriage for love but one for appearances. When they had company, the woman was lively, alert, the epitome 

of a perfect wife. A gracious host, a wonderful friend, a loving wife. She and Maxim put up such a front it was no 

surprise no one had any suspicions about them. But then with thanks and kisses on cheeks the guests would leave, and 

Rebecca filled the house with her cruelty. Her voice snapped harshly into the stone floor, carved into the wooden 

beams, left marks in the plaster. Manderley could feel Maxim shrink with each word. A minuscule amount – but he 

shrank nonetheless, as though he were filling with shame. Whether it was shame because Rebecca’s cutting words 

were hitting home or shame because he had gone through with this marriage, Manderley couldn’t tell. 

   Manderley hated Rebecca. But Manderley was just a house, and a house could do nothing to stop even a cockroach, 

let alone a cold-hearted woman. 

   The years dragged on. Maxim shrank and shrank, and Rebecca grew colder, sharper, stronger. Occasionally she 

slipped up in front of the guests, shot Maxim a smile that didn’t reach her eyes, or snapped at him, or interrupted him 

during conversation and it was him who stopped, dropped his gaze. Not her as it should have been.  

   But the guests only saw what they wanted to see: a beautiful, successful marriage between two people who were 

very much in love. 

   Rebecca would bring her friends from London. Awful, filthy people that reeked of the city smog and too many 

nights spent in a whiskey bottle. She was cruel to them, too, but the difference was that they were cruel right back. An 

endless circle of jeering and taunting and harsh, biting laughter. Manderley dreaded those visits, dreaded the grimy 

feel they left on the floor and furniture and walls when they all drunkenly departed. Manderley dreaded them for the 



fights they lead to, too. Maxim would yell, and Rebecca would rage, and they would storm to separate wings of the 

house and Rebecca would fume and grow bigger, pricklier, and across the house in his study Maxim would sink into 

his chair and put his head in his hands and not lift it for a long, long time. 

   Manderley knew when Rebecca had died. 

   Manderley knew because Maxim came home from dinner with the world on his shoulders and saw her gloves and 

coat on a chair, and he went into his office and took a gun and left. He was filled with anger, but it was not the kind 

of blind rage that men usually wore when they killed their wives. This was a calmer, tighter anger, protectiveness a 

flint in his gaze. Manderley did not expect him to kill her. But when Maxim came back, pushing through the front 

door, hair askew, covered in a sheen of sweat, Manderley could tell the vile woman was dead from the angle of 

Maxim’s shoulders alone. He no longer carried the weight of the world on them.  

   He trudged up the stairs to his dressing room and stripped off his wet clothes. He donned dry clothes and stared into 

his mirror awhile and sat in his chair. 

   And he spoke. 

   “It was for you,” he said. “It was for you. I didn’t have a clue how to take care of you. She promised she would. 

She—she did a fine job, too, and I can’t resent her for that, no matter how hard I try. She made you beautiful. She kept 

you beautiful. She did everything for you that I couldn’t, that I didn’t know how to do.” He paused here, his eyes 

flickering as he thought. As his tired, stressed brain tried to form words from his emotions. 

   His eyes welled with tears, and he bowed his head jerkily. He whispered, “Manderley, I am so sorry.” 

   Manderley forgave him in less than a heartbeat. 

   And a year later, watching helplessly as the maid dropped a lit match onto the kerosene-soaked wooden staircase, 

Manderley forgave Maxim again—and apologized to him for causing so much grief. Manderley did not try to call for 

help. Manderley had caused Maxim enough pain. To rebuild after a fire would be too much for him to handle, too 

many reminders of the woman who had damn near broken him. 

   So Manderley sat, stoic and unmoving, heat and smoke billowing through the halls. 

   Manderley burned so Maxim de Winter wouldn’t. 


